
TECHNOLOGY
Intelligent + Multi-Stage Synchronized Filtration Technology

TMiCluster  Technology is Atlanta Healthcare’s unique air purification technology which focuses on eradicating various 

pollutants present in the environment. There are various pollutants in the air that impact human health varying from 

gases, particulates, bacteria, virus, smell, smoke and other harmful suspended particles. A single filtration 

technology cannot eradicate all pollutants in the air. For effective purification, multi-stage filtration technologies 
TMneed to work in tandem. Atlanta Healthcare’s iCluster  Technology provides relief from pollutants in totality, using 

synchronized multi-stage intelligent filtration to provide pure air.

Full Range Purification
Efficiently purifies toxic air pollutants (formaldehyde, benzene, ammonia, VOC, etc.), removes odours, dust, bacteria, viruses, mold, chemical fumes, smoke & other contaminants.
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6. UV
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borne microbes)

Welcome the multi-talented Beta 350 with HEPA Filter, a state-of-the-art 

air purifier with air quality sensor and filter change indicator that helps 

keep indoor air free from dust (PM2.5, PM10), gases, smoke, bad odour, 

allergens and air-borne infectants. It has 7-stage air purification technology 

that includes Pre-filter, Anti-bacterial filter, H13 grade HEPA, Activated 

Carbon, Photo catalyst, Ultra Violet and Ionizer. Ideal for homes, hospitals, 

guest houses, small offices, hotel rooms and doctors’ chambers, it has a 

remote control and can be operated in Manual, Timer and Sleep modes.

Beta 350 is very effective in combating air pollution in the Indian 

environmental conditions and in preventing asthma, allergy and air borne 

infections. The higher availability of fresh air helps enhance activity, health 

and memory levels in children. Besides making the environment and 

surrounding air fresh and pure, it generates 3.8 million negative ions per 

cubic meter. Negative ions are found near waterfalls, mountains and green 

areas like forests that keep you fresh and vitalize your mind and body.
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RECOMMENDED USE/BENEFITS
Based on a radically new approach to air purifier design, Beta 350 features ultra-quiet air intake technology ideal for 
office, medical and clinical environments.

Ÿ Kids’ room, Clinics and Small offices

Ÿ Indoor spaces requiring clean, odor free, infection-free environments

Ÿ A single unit is effective up to 350 sq. ft. of enclosed space

Technical Specifications

Air Flow
3

225 m /hr
CADR

3
170 m /hr 

Coverage Area 
350 sq.ft.

Specifications

Additional Features Filters

DIMENSIONS

Product Weight      4.8 Kg

Dimensions     330 x 180 x 50 mm

SALIENT FEATURES

Multi-mode operations: Lets you choose from manual, timer or sleep modesPlug & play operation |

Easily portable: Only 4.8 Kg, the unit is easy to move around with a nudge

Full feature remote control: So that you can operate it at your comfort

Ultra silent operations: With advanced ultra-silent motors, this unit is as quiet as it can get 

Warranty 
1 Year 

excluding consumables


